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THE POWER OF...

one Vision

one Program

one Corporation

one Success

For every inmate there is ...

a family left behind;

a potential job unfulfilled;

an impact upon our communities;

a life with little hope for a productive future.

It does not have to be this way.

These are the underpinnings of Federal Prison Industries, Inc. (FPI), 

more widely recognized by its trade name, UNICOR.

Since 1934, it is one government program that truly works in every sense of the word.
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It is the mission of Federal Prison Industries, Inc.

(FPI) to employ and provide job skills training 

to the greatest practicable number of inmates

confined within the Federal Bureau of Prisons;

contribute to the safety and security of our

Nation’s federal correctional facilities by 

keeping inmates constructively occupied; 

produce market-priced quality goods and 

services; operate in a self-sustaining manner;

and minimize FPI’s impact on private business 

and labor.

MISSION

STATEMENT
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The Federal Prison Industries’ Board of Directors proudly presents the 2008 Fiscal Year 
Annual Report.

The purpose of the Federal Prison Industries (FPI) program is to provide job skills training and
productive work experience that will enable current inmates to find adequate employment when
they return to society. This program, launched almost 75 years ago, has achieved significant,
measurable success, with a track record of a 24 percent lower recidivism rate among FPI 
participants. 

In FY 2008, there were 21,836 inmates working in the FPI program. With an estimated annual
incarceration cost of $30,000 per inmate, FPI’s programmatic benefits represent significant 
taxpayer savings, while restoring former inmates to a useful role in society. An inmate’s ability 
to successfully reintegrate into the community upon release depends upon the opportunities
received during incarceration. The FPI program plays a crucial role in creating these 
opportunities.

Supporting missions include operating in a financially self-sufficient manner, without undue 
impact on private sector jobs; a requirement of law. Particularly on the last concern, the Board 
is intent upon striking a balance between preserving employment for law-abiding citizens and
finding viable work opportunities for federal inmates. To this end, we continue to explore 
opportunities in traditional and non-traditional sectors, with private companies that outsource
their services beyond our Nation’s borders. 

We believe that repatriating products currently made outside the United States, for sale to 
commercial customers, presents a potential growth opportunity for FPI. Working toward such 
an authority would provide the FPI program new opportunities for increasing inmate employment 
without negative impact on American workers.

In addition, we are pleased to report that more than 77 percent of FPI’s revenue is used 
to purchase raw materials, supplies, equipment, and services from private sector vendors. 
In FY 2008, approximately 62 percent of FPI purchases was derived from small businesses,
including firms owned by women, minorities, and those who are disadvantaged. This is more
than three times the Small Business Administration goal for federal agencies. We are very 
proud of FPI’s efforts in these areas, especially in light of increasingly restrictive changes in 
federal procurement regulations.  

On another important front, FPI has made significant strides to become a “green” enterprise –
minimizing negative environmental impact, complying with all applicable regulations concerning
safety and health conditions for both inmates and staff, and reducing landfill and hazardous
waste generation. 

Looking ahead, our vision for FPI supports a commitment to sound environmental leadership.
Our expectation is that “green thinking” will become ingrained in our culture, and evident in 
all we do.
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A MESSAGE

FROM THE

BOARD OF

DIRECTORS
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As Board members, we serve from a core belief that we are making a positive impact on 
people’s lives and on the overall well-being of our society. We take pride in the confidence 
placed in us. In supporting the program’s multiple missions, we are also aware of the 
increasing restrictions being placed on FPI. It would be extremely short-sighted to 
undervalue the importance of FPI’s program relative to other priorities of our Government, 
even in a time of budgetary constraints.

THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS FOR FEDERAL PRISON INDUSTRIES, INC.

David D. Spears
Chairman
Represents Agriculture

Donald R. Elliott
Vice Chairman
Represents Industry

P. Jackson Bell
Represents the 
Secretary of Defense

Franklin G. Gale
Represents Labor

Lee J. Lofthus
Represents the 
Attorney General

Audrey J. Roberts
Represents Retailers 
and Consumers
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If not for the vision and perseverance of its founders almost seventy five years ago, the FPI 
program, as we know it, might not exist to influence thousands of lives. Perhaps “influenced” 
is too trivial a word to adequately describe how FPI has transformed the lives of federal inmates
since its inception. 

The earliest forms of prison industries work programs date back to the late 1700s. Interestingly,
many of the dilemmas we face Today, also challenged our predecessors: the elimination of
inmate idleness, program self-sufficiency, the overall safety and security of our prison system,
and productive inmate employment without undue impact upon private sector jobs. 

The Federal Bureau of Prisons, established in 1930 as a component of the Department of
Justice, recognized the vital position prison industries work programs could fill in achieving its 
reformation goals. Federal Bureau of Prisons Director, Sanford Bates, and Assistant Director,
James V. Bennett, implemented a wide range of reforms which included a new prison industrial
structure to address inmate idleness. In 1934, President Franklin D. Roosevelt, by authority of
Congress, ordered the creation of Federal Prison Industries. Subsequently, Executive Order 6917,
issued December 11, 1934, formally created FPI. 

Despite its many challenges, spanning the Great Depression, World War II, extended periods of 
military conflict, economic downturns, increasingly constrictive procurement laws, and widening
competition, Federal Prison Industries remains viable and an incredible investment in developing 
the human potential. 

If not for FPI, what course over the past three quarters of a century might thousands of 
offenders’ lives have taken? The statistics are eye-opening. Each year, more than 600,000
inmates are released from local, state and federal prisons, combined. Of this total, more than
40,000 are federal inmates. Without sufficient life skills preparation, marketable jobs training 
and work experience, the uphill challenges faced by newly released offenders might prove so
overwhelming, that eminent failure will result. Besides the obvious individual impact, such failure
breeds collateral consequences such as public health concerns, rising unemployment, and 
disenfranchisement. Particularly shaken are the lives of children and
the survival of the family unit, resulting in destabilized communities
and an inevitable environment of escalating crime.

Are inmates who have participated in the FPI program better 
prepared to become contributing members of society, upon 
release, than when they first entered the federal prison system? 
Turn to The Power of One Success in this year’s Annual Report. 
The answer will be clear, and leave an indelible mark.

THE POWER OF

ONE VISION
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THE POWER OF

ONE PROGRAM

It is my pleasure, as Director of the Federal Bureau of Prisons and Chief Executive Officer of 
Federal Prison Industries, Inc., to join with the Board of Directors in presenting the 2008 Fiscal
Year Annual Report.

In most Annual Reports, companies either boast of record-breaking earnings and rising profit
margins, or they make amends for poor results and promise better days ahead; they present the
“bottom-line.” But, FPI is different and, therefore, so is this Report. While revenues and earnings
throughout FY 2008 have remained strong, the true measure of FPI’s success is reflected in its
ability to change lives. 

Unlike most other government programs, FPI does not rely on taxpayer funding to support its
operations. Revenue is generated from the sale of more than 175 diverse products and services
to the Federal Government and other business partners. FPI works with the Bureau of Prisons, 
corporate recruiters, educational and community services agencies, and private citizen volunteers 
to create business opportunities for FPI and employment opportunities for releasing inmates. 
FPI supports local communities through purchases of raw materials, supplies and equipment to
support factory operations.

Ninety-eight percent of all federal inmates are released from prison; some return to a 
community they have not known for 5, 10, or even 20 or more years. Many of them have 
difficulty reintegrating into society, and they return to a life of crime. 

FPI effectively prevents recidivism by giving inmates meaningful job experience; they learn 
the importance of a work ethic, being dependable, accepting supervision, getting along with 
co-workers, and taking pride in a job well-done. And inmates are taught how to search for a job
in the community - how to acquire work and keep it. Federal inmates within 18 months of release
are offered the opportunity to participate in mock job fairs within their institutions. Recruiters from
both Fortune 500 and smaller companies meet with program participants and, through simulated
job interviews, help inmates develop effective interview skills. 

Guidance is also provided in resume development and the creation of prospective employer 
documentation folders. Even “dress for success” recommendations are offered to increase
inmates’ job readiness prospects. 

During FY 2008, increased emphasis was placed upon release preparedness and community 
reentry. These efforts included working with other law enforcement and government agencies,
reaching out to local community resources and faith-based organizations, and engaging inmates
and their families to increase the prospects of a successful transition. Bureau of Prisons staff
continued their exceptional support to public service, making a difference in the lives of inmates. 

As of the end of FY 2008, 21,836 inmates worked in FPI; this represents 17 percent of the 
eligible inmate population. Our goal is to employ the greatest practicable number of inmates in
FPI’s industrial and services operations located in federal correctional facilities across the country. 
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“... the true
measure of
FPI’s 
success is
reflected in 
its ability to
change lives.”
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Professional research has demonstrated that inmates who participated in Federal Prison
Industries are 24 percent less likely to return to a life of crime following release from prison, 
and 14 percent more likely to be employed, when compared to similar inmates who did not 
participate in the program. 

The Power of One Program - FPI - reaches out to provide our federal inmate population what
they need inside prison walls, so that their prospects to become socially well-adjusted, taxpaying
citizens on the outside will be more likely. FPI is a solid investment in all our futures. 

Harley G. Lappin
Director, Federal Bureau of Prisons

Chief Executive Officer, Federal Prison Industries
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THE POWER OF

ONE CORPORATION

Organizationally and operationally, Federal Prison Industries, Inc.(FPI), more widely recognized
by its trade name, UNICOR, is as unique a corporation as they come. It generates extensive
societal benefits, costs stakeholders nothing to own, creates thousands of private sector jobs,
reduces our Nation’s criminal justice costs, improves public safety, and provides inmates a 
“second chance” through life and job skills training to become productive members of our 
communities upon release from the Federal Bureau of Prisons.

This intricate network of philosophical, correctional, business and pro-social elements continually
sways in delicate balance, making UNICOR a most challenging corporation to manage.
However, given the exceptional fiduciary oversight provided by our Board, the dedication of 
staff throughout UNICOR’s 109 factories and central office headquarters, along with support
and expertise from numerous vendor relationships, UNICOR continues to successfully fulfill its
mission. And, as a whole, FY 2008 was a productive year. 

In recent years, UNICOR has faced mounting challenges in light of legislative changes and
increased competition. New procurement procedures in the Federal Acquisition Regulation 
have impacted the manner in which both Department of Defense (DoD) and civilian agencies 
do business with us. While sales in some traditional areas have declined, we have focused 
our efforts on increasing sales in non-mandatory source sectors and remain vigilant in seeking
markets which will create new work opportunities to keep our inmates constructively occupied.
As these prospects are explored, we will continue to recognize the need to maintain a balance
between UNICOR and private sector businesses.

We, in UNICOR, are both optimists and realists. The mandatory source provision, once heavily
relied upon to generate business for UNICOR, became a source of ongoing scrutiny and
change. A conscious effort was made to increase the percentage of UNICOR sales in services
and other non-mandatory source items. With a downturn in sales from traditional sources, we
must remain vigilant  in seeking markets which will create new work opportunities to keep
inmates constructively occupied. 

As taxpayers, we all expect government to do more with less; UNICOR agrees. To be fiscally
responsible, achieve operational efficiencies, eliminate redundancy and develop alternative
growth strategies, we concluded that a formal quality improvement process must be set in
motion and embraced by the entire corporation. To this end, UNICOR adopted Lean Six 
Sigma (LSS) as our standard methodology for process improvement during FY 2008. Next year,
we’ll see the implementation of a new Corporate Improvement Branch dedicated to positive
organizational change, applying LSS methods. Among other things, we believe this initiative will
set the corporation on a solid course to become more profitable, realize improved production
and delivery turnarounds, reduce inventories, and promote increased customer satisfaction. 

Beyond the fresh green look we adopted last year as part of our corporate branding initiative,
FY 2008 has been the year to turn green from the inside-out. UNICOR is fully vested in 
a corporate-wide effort to become a leader in eco-sensitive practices. Respect for the 
environment has become an integral way in which we do business. It means that our raw 
materials, production facilities, manufacturing processes, packaging, distribution, transportation,
and of course, our end products are environmentally sound, leading to healthy, productive 
workplaces and minimal environmental impact. 
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UNICOR is fully engaged to meet our ever-changing, fiercely competitive world head-on. 
And while we will certainly concentrate on providing quality, price-competitive products and 
services to our customers, the critical connection between what we do, and why we do it, 
must be continually reinforced. 

The Power of One Corporation, known as UNICOR, is predicated on the dignity and value of the
human spirit. A productive life after prison can, and does, happen. And UNICOR’s success as a 
self-sustaining government program remains a building block in securing the future for thousands 
of offenders who are released into our communities every day. One such “graduate” is featured in 
The Power of One Success, later in our Report.

“ We, in 
UNICOR, are
both optimists
and realists. 
A productive
life after
prison can,
and does,
happen.”

Paul M. Laird
Chief Operating Officer

Federal Prison Industries
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Could you imagine anything but a sense of joy an offender would feel, upon release from prison? 
Yet, for many, the overwhelming pressures confronted in facing Today’s realities, can quickly
transform elation into fear.

More than 40,000 inmates are released annually from federal prison. When combining federal,
state and local prison release statistics, this number escalates to 600,000 inmates; virtually one 
in every 100 people in the United States! Chances are that you may know someone ... a family
member, friend, or neighbor who has taken a wrong turn and needs help – wants help – to put
life back in balance. But without educational, vocational and job skills programs like UNICOR, 
the uphill challenges to rejoin society may seem so overwhelming, that failure will be eminent.
Leaving prison after years of incarceration with merely the clothes on one’s back, some money 
in the pocket, and a bus ticket to the halfway house does not paint an encouraging picture. 

Incarceration, alone, does not rehabilitate offenders, nor is a prison cell the “end-of-the-line,” 
as it offers absolutely no redemptive benefit. Instead, “day one” of an inmate’s life in federal
prison jump-starts the offender’s journey toward reentry, with programs providing opportunities 
to develop meaningful work experience, life skills and self-confidence. Combined, these 
opportunities have proven themselves to be positive forces in helping offenders become 
well-adjusted members of society. 

Over the years we have learned that it’s not just work that reforms the inmate, but rather, 
the opportunity that the work, itself, provides. Ex-offenders prove our point by validating and 
reinforcing UNICOR’s programmatic value. 

Mr. Sheriff, sentenced to 21.8 years in federal prison, and released in 2008, shares his insights...

• Upon arrest: “I was in dire straits from drug addiction and a life that should have killed me
long before that moment.”

• Entering prison: “I was presented with two general, but distinct, choices to do my time...
fall in with the fellas, and ‘get over it,’ or
apply myself and acquire an education and
work skills that, if nothing else, would give
me a chance at a better future.”

• Working in UNICOR: “Working in UNICOR
put me in positions day-after-day that
required I learn to express and conduct
myself in a professional manner. The best
skill I gained was the fundamental self-
esteem that became the final prompt in 
my decision to leave crime behind.”

• Upon release: “UNICOR was instrumental in helping me get a real life. If UNICOR can be
a significant, positive catalyst in cases like mine, it is worth every struggle put forth.”

• Since then: “I finally secured a position with a local manufacturer. Not only am I working
at what I love to do, but when I reported for work, I was informed that, due to the owner
and lead engineer being so impressed with my portfolio and personal bearing, I am to
head up the engineering department.”
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TODAY’S REALITIES

• An unemployed 
ex-offender is three 
times more likely to
return to prison than 
one who is employed.

• A critical issue facing
urban communities is the
high rate of recidivism,
leading to increased
physical harm to 
residents, economic
depression, an erosion 
of the family unit, and 
the undermining of 
social services efforts.

• Increased recidivism
results in profound 
collateral consequences;
homelessness, 
unemployment and 
disenfranchisement,
among others.

LIFE-CHANGING

OPPORTUNITIES
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UNICOR works in tandem with the Bureau’s educational and vocational components to achieve
an effective balance between educational enrichment, technical work skills development, social
adaptability, and release preparedness. In 1991, these Bureau components were instrumental
in elevating the literacy standard to a high school diploma (or GED equivalent) as a condition
for advancement beyond UNICOR entry pay status.

To better prepare inmates for a successful transition into the workforce, the Bureau’s 
Inmate Transition Program (ITP) provides life skills training and coaching in resume writing, 
job search skills and interview techniques in a “mock job fair” environment. The ITP has 
been enthusiastically embraced by corporate recruiters from some of the country’s largest, 
well-known corporations. So impressed was the CEO of one company upon his participation 
in a mock job fair, that six former inmates were hired as managers in his organization. And the
successes continue to grow. 

The Federal Inmate Bonding Initiative was launched in 2006, to provide potential employers
added peace-of-mind and encouragement to hire ex-offenders. The program provides 
$5,000 in theft insurance to employers who hire former offenders. The insurance is offered 
at no cost to the employer, has a zero-dollar deductible, and covers the first six months of 
the ex-offender’s employment. Thereafter, the employer may opt to continue coverage at 
commercial rates.

As a caring, responsible society, we must engage our minds and hearts to face and break 
the recurring cycle of crime. Considering that 98 percent of all inmates are eventually released
from custody, it behooves us, as a Nation, to be more proactive in finding workable solutions. 
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As a caring,
responsible
society, we
must engage
our minds 
and hearts 
to face and
break the
recurring 
cycle of 
crime.
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THE POWER OF

ONE SUCCESS

Meet Jonathan Z. Queen. He is a former federal inmate. At age 33, his story of “new beginnings”
has a happy ending. 

“I was the oldest of five children and raised in an impoverished neighborhood, in Harrisburg, PA.,
by a drug-addicted, single mother. I began using and selling drugs at the age of 14. At the age 
of 23, I was arrested for the third time, labeled a career-criminal and sentenced to 10 years in
federal prison. I fathered two children at the age of 16 and dropped out of school that same year.
I received my GED the following year and attended community college, only to drop out before
finishing one semester. Prior to my incarceration, I worked as a packager, truck loader, and 
customer service representative. I never held a job longer than 6 months.” Queen shared.

While incarcerated in the state prison system, Mr. Queen worked in food service and laundry
operations. Upon entering the federal system, he faced choices which typically confront all new
inmates — whether to use the system and “fall in” with the less productive elements from within,
or use the experience as an opportunity to pursue a better path.

“I entered FCI Loretto, PA., with a $1,100 fine, no money and very little family support. I saw 
UNICOR as a necessity. I was placed on a waiting list and soon began working at the cable 
factory where I started as a box man in the shipping department in April of 2001. By August, 
I was promoted to lead man of the shipping department at pay grade 1.”

“My UNICOR experience was a blessing in many ways. I worked for a great packing foreman, 
Mr. Chuck Bossler, who treated us as employees and not inmates. I developed a positive work
ethic that has stayed with me ever since. I also learned how to lead and motivate a team.”

According to Mr. Bossler, inmate Jonathan Queen demonstrated a high degree of positive 
potential. “He displayed a tenacious attention to detail and cared deeply about the quality of 
his work. That’s why he progressed so quickly.” 

Mr. Queen recalls that he and his fellow UNICOR inmates worked 12-15 hour daily shifts after 
the 9/11 attacks. The military urgently required cables – manufactured at FCI Loretto’s factory —
to prepare for the wars to follow.

“Just because you’re incarcerated, doesn’t mean you lose your patriotism.” Queen   
emphatically stated. 

Mr. Queen’s passion to acquire and share knowledge, as well as counsel fellow inmates about
the educational opportunities available to them – such as the Inmate Scholarship Fund – are
reflected in his recollection of educational experiences while in federal prison.

“The most profound lesson I learned from UNICOR was the value of education. UNICOR 
has a rule where you cannot be paid beyond a pay grade 4 unless you have a high school 
diploma or GED. I saw this as an opportunity to teach fellow inmates that knowing more will
often lead to earning more. I also took advantage of UNICOR’s offer of scholarship funds for
higher education.”

Given a positive attitude and determination to spark positive change in the lives of fellow inmates
whose education had been cut short, or never encouraged, prior to incarceration, Mr. Queen
eventually became a GED Tutor. The remaining 5 years of his sentence were spent working in the
Bureau’s education programs. Mr. Queen recalled:
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• Grades 1-5 
Pay Scale Rates:
Inmate pay rates range
from 23 cents to $1.15
per hour, with Grade 1 
corresponding to the
highest hourly rate.
Therefore, obtaining
one’s GED during 
incarceration provides
the added incentive of
increased pay.

• Inmate 
Scholarship Fund:
Post-secondary 
school scholarships 
are awarded to 
selected, qualified
inmate workers. 
One scholarship may 
be awarded per school
period for every 50
workers assigned to FPI.
The area of study should
relate to the recipient’s
career aspirations and
be limited to the cost 
of tuition and books for
one course. In FY 2008,
$150,000 was allotted for
this Fund.
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“Along with GED, I taught job skills, resume writing, parenting courses, creative writing, 
conversational Spanish, theatre, and drama classes. I completed a nine month drug education
program and subsequently volunteered for the 500-hour Residential Drug-Abuse Program,
where I served as a peer counselor, sponsor and board member on the Education/Tutoring
Committee. I helped organize successful mock job fairs at FCI Morgantown, WV, and 
presented educational plays for the inmate population.” 

As a result of Mr. Queen’s combined UNICOR, education, and inmate transition experiences
during incarceration, he amassed a winning resume of real life job skills, education and 
pro-social values supported by the solid foundation of a positive attitude. So determined was
he to succeed, that prior to release from federal prison, Mr. Queen jump-started his job search
efforts for outside employment by sending resumes
to prospective employers. Among his prospects was
the Virginia Employment Commission, which led to a
new career, immediately upon release from prison.

“I was hired as a shipping clerk at Sayre Enterprises,
Inc., two months before my release, based on my
UNICOR experience and a favorable reference from
my probation officer, to whom I had sent a copy of
my Goals List. I quickly moved from shipping clerk,
to training coordinator, to my current position title of
Government Contract Manager, all while running the
company’s Employee GED Program. I also started a
publishing company with my wife and published a book I had written while incarcerated. 
Today, I am an author, motivational speaker, playwright, poet, and Deacon-Elect.”
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“I developed a
positive work
ethic that has
stayed with me
ever since.”

TODAY, Jonathan Queen is a devoted husband, father and community leader. He founded
the S.A.N.E. Initiative (Setting A New Example) which educates individuals, schools and
organizations about the power of change. Mr. Queen attributes much of his current 
success to his former UNICOR experience. 

To Mr. Queen ...
The ripple effect of UNICOR’s life-changing program has influenced futures well beyond 
his own.

To inmates ...
Mr. Queen is a role model and bridge to a future within their reach.

To all individuals ...
Mr. Queen is an inspiration, proving that with proper focus and motivation, anyone can 
rise above and conquer life’s adversities.

To UNICOR ...
Mr. Queen’s journey from drug dealer and federal inmate, to gainfully employed citizen 
and happily married family man, reinforces the power of one vision; one program; one 
government corporation; and the far-reaching power of one success upon so many lives.  

Mr. Queen’s outreach efforts have led others to believe in themselves. Through the power
of change, future reentry success stories will surely multiply. And for those who may be
walking a narrow tightrope between “right-and-wrong,” his example of success inspires
pursuit of a positive and productive future.
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Some locations have multiple plants.
*There are an additional 219 inmates working in Customer Service, Accounts Payable, and Product Support. The total number of inmates who
worked for Federal Prison Industries as of September 30, 2008, was 21,836 (this includes 4,409 inmates employed in support positions).

**Dollars in millions

industrial products

Butner, NC
Cumberland, MD 
El Reno, OK 
Lewisburg, PA 
Lompoc, CA
Pekin, IL 
Terminal Island, CA 
Texarkana, TX

1,369

$26.9

fleet management/
vehicular components

Bastrop, TX 
Bennettsville, SC 
Estill, SC
Gilmer, WV 
Herlong, CA
La Tuna, TX 
Terre Haute, IN
Three Rivers, TX 
Victorville, CA 

2,375

$229.2

INDUSTRIAL 

PROGRAMS, 

LOCATIONS, INMATE

EMPLOYMENT, AND

NET SALES AS OF

SEPTEMBER 30, 2008

recycling activities

Atwater, CA 
Elkton, OH 
Fort Dix, NJ 
Leavenworth, KS
Lewisburg, PA 
Marianna, FL 
Texarkana, TX 
Tucson, AZ

876

$10.5

inmates employed*

net sales**
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services

Alderson, WV
Bryan, TX
Butner, NC
Canaan, PA 
Carswell, TX 
Dublin, CA 
Eglin, FL 
Elkton, OH 
Fort Dix, NJ
Leavenworth, KS 
Marianna, FL 
McCreary, KY
Montgomery, AL
Morgantown, WV
Petersburg, VA
Sandstone, MN
Sheridan, OR 
Tallahassee, FL 
Williamsburg, SC

2,587

$35.6

clothing & textiles

Atlanta, GA 
Beaumont, TX 
Big Sandy, KY
Butner, NC 
Edgefield, SC 
Fort Dix, NJ 
Greenville, IL
Hazelton, WV 
Jesup, GA 
Leavenworth, KS 
Lee, VA 
Manchester, KY 
Miami, FL 
Oakdale, LA 
Pollock, LA 
Ray Brook, NY 
Safford, AZ 
Sandstone, MN
Seagoville, TX 
Terre Haute, IN 
Waseca, MN 
Yazoo City, MS 

7,086

$203.6

electronics

Beaumont, TX 
Big Spring, TX 
Danbury, CT 
Fairton, NJ 
Lexington, KY 
Lompoc, CA 
Loretto, PA 
Marion, IL
McKean, PA 
Memphis, TN 
Otisville, NY 
Oxford, WI 
Phoenix, AZ 
Rochester, MN 

3,380

$218.8

office furniture

Allenwood, PA 
Ashland, KY 
Beckley, WV 
Coleman, FL 
Florence, CO 
Forrest City, AR  
Milan, MI 
Schuylkill, PA 
Talladega, AL

3,944

$129.6

inmates employed*

net sales**

We’re life changing.
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79.6 %
purchase of 

materials and 
supplies from 
private sector 

vendors

16.2 %
staff salaries

4.3 %
inmate pay 

(some of which is used
to meet financial 

obligations and for 
commissary purchases

of products that are
supplied by 

local vendors)
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Distribution of FPI’s Revenues 

FISCAL YEAR

2008 RECAP

• Inmate Workers: 21,836 

• Percent of Eligible 

(medically able/sentenced)

Population Employed: 17% 

• Employment Goal: 25% 

• Inmate Pay Rates: 23 cents to

$1.15 per hour 

• Factories: 109 factories at 76

locations 

FPI Receives Unqualified Audit Opinion 
The independent audit firm KPMG LLP was retained by the Department of Justice Office of Inspector General to
audit the 2008 financial statements. The Board is pleased to announce that FPI received an unqualified opinion on
these financial statements.

Fiscal Year 2008 Comparison 
MILLIONS OF DOLLARS 2007 2008 

Net sales $852.7 $854.3 

Net income $45.8 $3.1 

Sales dollars spent on purchases from private sector $538.9 $578.9 

Inmates employed 23,152 21,836
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Total institutions activated FY 2003 through FY 2009 = 17
* Projected
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Annual and Projected Inmate Job Requirements
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Annual Inmate Populations and Projections

212,014*

21,782*
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UNICOR’S GREEN

FOOTPRINT 

Steps in the Right Direction

Read a newspaper, thumb through a magazine, listen to the radio, or watch TV; one thing is
crystal clear: being green is Today’s socially responsible mandate. But, ask five people to define
green, and you will likely receive five different impressions.

• To the engineer, green may convey the exploration of biofuels and alternative energy sources;

• To an environmentalist, preserving the earth’s natural resources for future generations comes
to mind; 

• To a designer, green is the new black, conjuring endurance and strength; 

• To a retailer, green could mean stocking shelves with plant-based products and certified
organic produce to meet consumer demand; 

• To an industrial operations person, green might involve implementation of processes to 
eliminate off-gassing and toxic pollutants; and so on. 

UNICOR’s fresh “green attitude” is more than a passion for color. Green is synonymous with the
future. Our ultimate vision is to set the standard for environmental stewardship in the Federal
Government and industry. 

The Government’s green initiative is far from being new to UNICOR. Water-based finishes, 
as opposed to volatile organic compound (VOC) finishes have been used in furniture finishing
operations for more than nine years, and powder coating has been used since 1985. In the past
five years, we have recycled 185 million pounds of computers and other electronic equipment. 
In addition, we have kept more than 32.5 million tons of scrap from America’s landfills by 
remanufacturing and rebuilding government vehicles, reusing and recycling wooden skids, 
and optimizing and recycling packaging. 

To ensure that our commitment to green stays the course, a senior-level Task Force was formed
to develop a five-year environmental plan, complete with measurable, corporate-wide objectives. 

Reduce, reuse and recycle: the impetus behind UNICOR’s green efforts — not just from a 
product standpoint, but inclusive of the raw materials we procure, our factory operations
processes, the packaging and shipping of customer orders, as well as the publications and 
other written materials we create.

Executive Order 13101, issued in 1994, mandated the Federal Government to take definitive
steps to become more environmentally sensitive in its acquisition, recycling and waste prevention
efforts. Unfortunately, the absence of common standards and inconsistent measurement systems
resulted in snail-paced progression of the Government’s greening efforts. Green, more-or-less,
remained just a color.... until now. 

January 26, 2007, Executive Order 13423, “Strengthening Federal Environmental, Energy and
Transportation Management,” reenergized the Government’s greening agenda. Agencies are 
fully engaged to either buy green or not buy at all. And UNICOR does not intend to disappoint 
its customers!

We have taken significant strides to transition various facets of our manufacturing and operations 
functions so as to fully comply with both Executive Orders. The changes implemented, to date,
have achieved environmental significance, while stretching the Government’s purchasing dollars.
Take a look.

UNICOR’s
fresh “green
attitude” 
is more than 
a passion
for color.
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RECYCLING BUSINESS GROUP
Reduce, reuse, recycle!

•  Refurbished computer electronics for reuse

•  De-manufacturing processes save landfill space

UNICOR’s Recycling Business Group (RBG) offers competitively-priced electronics recycling
which meets all federal, state and local requirements. If an item cannot be reused, it is broken
down into recyclable component parts. The RBG’s goal is to recycle or resell every part received,
including cathode ray tubes.

During Fiscal Year 2008, the RBG began the certification process approved by the International
Association of Electronic Recyclers (IAER). This is the only certification process specifically 
tailored to the electronics recycling industry. It promotes high standards of business practices,
environmental quality and regulatory compliance. In addition, the RBG is ISO 9001:2000 
certified by the International Standards Organization; a quality assurance program to ensure 
that all operations perform at consistent quality levels. 

Currently, eight processing centers and six collection sites are located throughout the country.
During Fiscal Year 2008, the RBG processed more than 37 million pounds of obsolete and
excess electronics from both the public and private sectors which saved precious landfill space,
energy, and resources, by reusing residual materials in lieu of mining virgin commodities. 
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Why not put your out-dated, broken or surplus
computer and electronic equipment to good
use? Let UNICOR recycle them! We accept
donations from public organizations, private
companies and government agencies. 
Call 202-305-3768 for details.

OFFICE FURNITURE GROUP
Health-conscious office surroundings 

and environmental stewardship! 

•  Environmentally safe water-based 
finishes and glues

•  Powder-coated metal components

•  Laminates of 20% post-industrial 
recycled materials

•  100% recyclable foam cushioning and 
plastics in seating 

•  75%-85% recycled content steel 
components

•  Fabrics/materials of up to 100% recycled
fiber content

•  Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) certified
lumber suppliers

UNICOR’s Office Furniture Group (OFG) is
committed to creating a natural, healthy 
and sustainable office environment. A broad
spectrum of environmentally sound processes
is evident in every phase of production. 
The OFG’s products are fully compliant with
BIFMA’s low-emitting furniture standards as
well as the U.S. Green Building Council.
GREENGUARD certification has been
obtained for many of our products. Even 
our vendors are selected on the basis of 
their environmental stewardship histories. 

FLEET SOLUTIONS GROUP
“Like new” results!

•  Warranted remanufactured fork trucks for
the U.S. Navy provide midshipmen
peace-of-mind 

•  HUMVEES/other military tactical wheeled
vehicles rebuilt 

•  Biodegradable cleaners in high 
pressure washing processes 

•  Waste removal environmentally disposed

We lead the effort in waste prevention 
through a reclamation and rebuilding 
program which saves customers up to 60%
of their procurement dollars, as compared 
to the cost of buying new equipment.

INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTS GROUP
See and breathe green!

•  Durable, plastic signs from recycled 
materials

•  Screen-printed emblems using 
chemically-inert inks

•  Powder-coated paint finishes

•  Air filter production to improve indoor 
air quality

Those plastic milk containers you recycle 
reappear in the most unexpected ways - as 
in UNICOR signs! We also use environmentally
sound processes to produce decals and
screen-printed emblems. An ultra-violet curing
process uses inks which become chemically
inert upon exposure to a UV light source, and
all are free of volatile organic compounds
(VOCs).

UNICOR was a pioneer in the use of non-toxic
powder paint. Since 1985, we have embraced
it and continue to powder coat all of our metal
components and products. In addition, special
retrieval processes are in place to capture
excess powder for reuse. 

Clean air is essential to life, and we offer the
right air filtration solutions to meet your needs,
from office buildings and maintenance facilities,
to museums, airports, and hospitals. 

CLOTHING AND TEXTILES GROUP
“In the loop” supply chain 

sustainability!

•  Scrap baling and sales to recyclers

•  Restoration of worn textiles to prime 
condition

•  Recycled cotton fills our cotton 
mattresses

UNICOR’S GREEN

FOOTPRINT
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The U.S. auto industry has been mandated to
include a minimum of 25% recycled material
in the manufacture of new vehicles. Some of
that material is derived from out-of-service
U.S. Postal mailbags. First, we remove the
metal mailbag locking cord fasteners and
return them to the Postal Service for reuse.
Then, all non-repairable nylon and plastic
postal bags are baled for sale to private 
vendors who, in turn, convert these 
goods into pellets which are sold to 
auto manufacturers and other industrial 
operations to produce recycled components. 

We waste virtually nothing. Even scrap material
from factory cutting tables is collected for sale 
to recyclers, and used to produce items such as
carpet lining for automobile trunks. Our factories
also recycle packing boxes and pallets received
from fabric-cutting vendors which we use for
final shipments to our government customers.
Approximately 170,000 boxes are recycled 
each year.

The Government also looks to us for “life 
extension.” Our repair capabilities enable us to
restore innumerable items to prime condition
such as parachutes, ponchos/liners, field
packs, and sleeping bags. During these times
of shrinking appropriations, we are proud to
do our part to help agencies maximize their
funding. 

SERVICES BUSINESS GROUP
Clean and green!

•  Electronic documentation to reduce
dependency on paper

•  The use of recycled paper and 
vegetable-based inks

•  Printing and bindery waste create new
paper products

•  Environmentally sensitive laundry operations

UNICOR incorporates green processes 
into every facet of its printing services. 
Non-alcohol/VOC-free agents are used to 
run its presses. We offer a cost-effective 
way to capture, convert, retain and retrieve
information for government agencies in need
of electronic imaging services, OCR, indexing
and coding services, resulting in material 
and equipment savings, as well as reduced
storage space.

During Fiscal Year 2008, printing and bindery
operations returned in excess of 650 tons of
waste to the paper market for the production
of new paper products.

We also provide laundry and dry cleaning
services for Department of Defense,
Department of Justice and other federal 
agencies. All detergents, bleaches and dry
cleaning agents used are EPA-approved. They
are oxygen-rich, rather than chlorine-based,
which helps prolong fabric life. All cleaning
agents are collected and appropriately 
disposed. And for added energy efficiency,
water from the most recent rinse loads flows
through heat exchangers which, in turn, warm
clean water to launder subsequent loads. 

ELECTRONICS BUSINESS GROUP
Green power!

•  Energy efficiency through solar panels

In keeping with Government’s mission to
reduce energy consumption and combat
ever-rising costs, UNICOR will soon embark
on a new greening initiative: solar panel 
manufacturing. We anticipate that operations
will begin sometime during the second 
quarter of Fiscal Year 2009, so stay tuned 
for more details. 

• • •
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The world stands at the crossroads of the
Environmental Era. Looking ahead, UNICOR will
take its proven track record of green purchasing
and low impact manufacturing to the next level
of environmental stewardship, through the devel-
opment and implementation of its environmental
management system. We are working toward
zero waste to landfill manufacturing, closed 
loop recycling, LEED-certified buildings and 
full compliance with ISO 14001.

Whatever the environmental challenges we, as
a society, will face in the years ahead, UNICOR
stands resolute in its commitment to green for
Today’s, and succeeding, generations.

TM
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MANAGEMENT’S 

DISCUSSION 

AND ANALYSIS

General

MISSION
It is the mission of Federal Prison Industries, Inc. (FPI) to employ and provide job skills
training to the greatest practicable number of inmates confined within the Federal Prison
System, to contribute to the safety and security of our federal correctional facilities by
keeping inmates constructively occupied, to provide inmates with work experience, training
and skills, to produce market-priced quality goods and services for sale to the federal 
government, to operate in a self-sustaining manner and minimize FPI’s impact on private 
business and labor.

ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE OF FEDERAL PRISON INDUSTRIES, INC.
FPI is a wholly-owned government corporation created by Congress in 1934. FPI is
authorized to operate industries in federal correctional institutions and disciplinary barracks
(18 U.S.C. § 4121 to § 4129). The Director of the Federal Bureau of Prisons (BOP), who
has jurisdiction over all federal correctional institutions, is the Chief Executive Officer.

In fiscal year 2008, FPI operated in seven business segments: Clothing and Textiles,
Electronics, Fleet Management and Vehicular Components, Industrial Products, Office
Furniture, Recycling, and Services. FPI has industrial operations at 109 factories located at
76 prison locations that employed 21,836 inmates representing approximately 17% of the
total number of inmates housed in BOP facilities as of September 30, 2008. Factories are
operated by FPI supervisors and managers, who train and oversee the work of inmates.
The factories utilize raw material and component parts purchased from the private sector to
produce finished goods. Orders for goods and services are obtained through marketing
and sales efforts managed by FPI staff. Services are provided on a non-mandatory,
preferred source basis.

FPI processes all customer orders through a centralized customer service center at the
Lexington, Kentucky facility. In addition, FPI performs product development, testing and
costing at its facility in Englewood, Colorado.

FINANCIAL STRUCTURE
FPI operates as a revolving fund and does not receive an annual appropriation. The majority 
of revenues are derived from the sale of products and services to other federal departments,
agencies, and bureaus. Operating expenses such as the cost of raw materials and supplies,
inmate wages, staff salaries, and capital expenditures are applied against these revenues
resulting in operating income or loss, which is reapplied toward operating costs for future 
production. In this regard, FPI makes capital investments in buildings and improvements,
machinery, and equipment as necessary in the conduct of its industrial operation.

While FPI does business with the majority of federal departments, agencies and bureaus,
FPI’s largest federal government customers include the Department of Defense (DOD), the
Department of Homeland Security (DHS), the Department of Justice (DOJ), the General
Services Administration (GSA), and the Social Security Administration (SSA).
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Critical Accounting Policies

The following discussion and analysis of FPI’s financial condition, results of operations, liquidity and capital resources
are based upon FPI’s financial statements, which have been prepared in accordance with U.S. generally accepted
accounting principles. These generally accepted accounting principles require FPI management to make estimates
and judgments that affect the reported amount of assets, liabilities, revenues and expenses. In this regard, FPI 
management evaluates the estimates on an on-going basis, including those related to product returns, bad debt,
inventories, long-lived assets, and contingencies and litigation. FPI bases its estimates upon historical experience 
and various other assumptions that FPI believes are reasonable under the circumstances. The actual results may 
differ from these estimates when assumptions or conditions change.

FPI believes that some of its accounting policies involve complex or higher degrees of judgment than its other
accounting policies. The following accounting policies have been identified by FPI management as being critical 
and therefore require more significant estimates or reliance on a higher degree of judgment on the part of FPI 
management. 

Revenue recognition: Revenue is generally recognized when 1) delivery has occurred or services have been ren-
dered, 2) persuasive evidence of an arrangement exists, 3) there is a fixed or determinable price, and 4) collectability
is reasonably assured. Revenue from contracts that specify a customer acceptance criteria is not recognized until
either customer acceptance is obtained or upon completion of the contract. Provisions for anticipated contract losses
and sales returns are recognized at the time that they become evident. 

Revenue is recognized on multiple element (numerous stages of product delivery, set up, and installation) agreements
for manufactured items when the product has been accepted by the customer. Revenue for services provided on
behalf of FPI is recognized when the service provider presents a valid invoice including a customer acceptance or
completion notice.

Allowance for doubtful accounts receivable: The allowance for doubtful accounts is based upon several factors
including payment trends, historical write off experience, credit quality for non-governmental accounts and specific
analysis of collectability of an account. During the course of time, these factors may change which will cause the
allowance level to adjust accordingly.

When a customer account is determined to be unlikely to be paid, a charge is recorded to bad debt expense in the
income statement and the allowance account is increased. When it becomes certain that the account will not be
paid, the receivable is written off by removing the balance from accounts receivable and recording an entry to bad
debt expense.

As of September 30, 2008 and September 30, 2007, FPI had established an allowance for bad debt in the amount 
of $.99 million and $1.29 million on accounts receivable balances of $45.86 million and $69.55 million, respectively.

Inventory Valuation: FPI maintains its inventory primarily for the manufacture of goods for sale to its customers.
FPI’s inventory is composed of three categories: Raw Materials, Work in Process, and Finished Goods. These cate-
gories are generally defined by FPI as follows: Raw Materials consist of materials that have been acquired and are
available for the production cycle, Work in Process is composed of materials that have moved into the production
process and have some measurable amount of labor and overhead added by FPI, Finished Goods are materials with
FPI added labor and overhead that have completed the production cycle and are awaiting sale to customers.

Raw material inventory value is based upon moving average cost. Inventories are valued at the lower of average cost
or market value (LCM) and include materials, labor and manufacturing overhead. Market value is calculated on the
basis of the contractual or anticipated selling price, less allowance for administrative expenses. FPI values its finished
goods and sub-assembly items at a standard cost that is periodically adjusted to approximate actual cost. FPI has
established inventory allowances to account for LCM adjustments and excess and/or obsolete items that may not be
utilized in future periods. This valuation method approximates historical cost.

24 • FPI Annual Report 2008
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Program Values

FPI’s mission is to employ and provide job skills training to the greatest practicable number of inmates in BOP 
facilities necessary to ensure the safe and secure operation of such institutions, and in doing so, to produce market
priced, quality goods in a self-sustaining manner that minimizes the potential impact on private business and labor.

The goal of FPI is to reduce undesirable inmate idleness by providing a full-time work program for inmate populations
(goal of approximately 25 percent of “work eligible” inmates). Many of the inmates do not have marketable skills. FPI
provides a program of constructive industrial work and services wherein job skills can be developed and work habits
acquired.

As with most governmental programs, the real value of the entity is not readily measured in dollars and cents and is
not always contained in the financial reports. FPI has existed as an effective correctional program for 74 years. In the
course of the years, FPI has positively impacted the lives of countless inmates and staff members that reside and
work in the Bureau of Prisons and the surrounding local communities in which we live.

It is impossible to quantify the extent to which FPI’s success has prevented inmate unrest that would have been 
costly in lives as well as dollars. In the face of an escalating inmate population and an increasing percentage of
inmates with histories of violence, FPI’s programs have helped ease tension and avert volatile situations, thereby 
protecting lives and federal property. Prisons without meaningful activities for inmates are dangerous prisons, and
dangerous prisons are expensive prisons. The work and education programs of FPI have played an essential role 
in protecting lives, preserving stability and saving money in America’s federal prisons.

At the same time, FPI has met its other goal of offering opportunities for inmates who want to take the personal
responsibility for rehabilitating themselves. Most inmates eventually will be returned to society; industrial and educa-
tional programs can help them to steer clear of criminal activity after release. FPI plays a vital role in management of
inmates, and also improves the likelihood that inmates will remain crime-free upon their release from BOP custody. 
A comprehensive study conducted by the BOP demonstrated that FPI provides inmates with an opportunity to devel-
op work ethics and skills, contributes substantially to lower recidivism and increases job-related success of inmates
upon release.

This study, recognized as one of the most comprehensive studies on recidivism, indicates that inmates involved in 
FPI work programs and educational programs are substantially less likely to return to prison. The impact on the lives
of people who live in the communities in which these inmates will return is immeasurable. Countless lives are spared
the devastating impact of continued criminal activity.

Since coming into existence in the 1930s, FPI has been a reliable defense supplier, especially in times of surge
demands. FPI has received a number of awards for its outstanding performance as a supplier to the DOD.

Analysis of Financial Statements

CASH AND INVESTMENTS

Total Cash (cash and investments) decreased by $44 million during fiscal year 2008. Primarily four factors, a decrease
in accounts receivable of $23 million, an increase in inventory of $69 million, an increase in liabilities of $6.5 million
and an investment in PP&E of $12 million, contributed to this change. Cash advances on hand decreased by $63
million, however a significant portion of this decrease is invested in vehicle inventory in support of the Fleet
Management and Vehicular Components (FMVC) business segments ongoing production efforts.
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ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE

The Accounts Receivable balance decreased by $23 million (34%) during fiscal year 2008. Despite record annual
sales revenue during fiscal year 2008, Accounts receivable levels reached its second lowest level during this decade.
The decrease in Accounts Receivable is due in part to improved communications with the DOD payment offices, 
and increased utilization of the Intergovernmental Payment and Collection (IPAC) system for DOD collections. The
Centralized Accounts Receivable group made several trips to payment offices, streamlined processes and resolved
bottle necks. The days to collect ratio dropped from 27 days to collect to less than 19.

INVENTORY

Inventory increased $69 million dollars (38%) in fiscal year 2008, primarily as a result of a significant increase in 
orders for retrofitted vehicles from the DHS. The current inventory of $128 million (an increase of $68 million com-
pared to 2007) in the FMVC Business segment is in support of production for the first quarter of fiscal year 2009. 
The Electronics Business segment reduced inventories by $10 million during 2008 as a result of decreased demand
while the Office Furniture segment increased inventory due to a late year increase in backlog for orders to be pro-
duced in fiscal year 2009.

OTHER ASSETS

In fiscal year 2008, other assets increased by $6.6 million in comparison to fiscal year 2007. During 2008, FPI estab-
lished a pilot program to produce solar panels in anticipation of an expanding federal market as a result of Executive
Order 13423 Strengthening Federal Environmental, Energy, and Transportation Management, which requires federal
agencies to improve energy efficiencies by the year 2015. Customarily, suppliers of the raw materials to produce solar
panels require advances to procure their own materials. In fiscal year 2008, FPI advanced $6.8 million dollars to raw
material suppliers in furtherance of the solar panel initiative.

LIABILITIES

Total Liabilities increased by $6.5 million during fiscal year 2008. Deferred revenue, used primarily for purchase of
vehicles for the DHS retrofit orders, increased by $22.1 million while notes payable decreased as a result of the
repayment of the $20 million note payable to the U.S. Treasury. The accrued expense balance as of September 30,
2008 was $3.6 million (38%) higher than that of September 30, 2007 balances primarily due to timing differences 
in collection of intra-department agreements for services and an increase in utilities expense payable as a result of
higher fuel costs. Due to an increase in fiscal year 2008 costs, Federal Employees Compensation Act (FECA) actuarial
liabilities increased by $1.5 million (14.8%). Accounts payable remained fairly stable with only a 3.3% decrease for
the year.

REVENUE AND COST OF REVENUE

While revenues remained stable during fiscal year 2008, the source of the revenues shifted between business seg-
ments. In comparison to fiscal year 2007, fiscal year 2008 sales revenue for the Electronics business segment
decreased $107 million while it increased $73 million for the FMVC business segment and $14 million for the Office
Furniture segment. The reduction in sales volume for Electronics resulted primarily from the decline in the DOD 
surge demand for the war and a decline in Single Channel Ground Airborne Radio System orders. FMVC’s retrofit line
continues to increase as a result of an increase in orders from the DHS while Office Furniture experienced increased
volume in orders for seating and case goods. The substantial fiscal year 2007 sales volume for the Electronics busi-
ness segment allowed the segment to operate well above their break even point. While still profitable in fiscal year
2008, the reduced sales volume for the Electronics business segment resulted in a decrease in net earnings of $48
million in comparison to fiscal year 2007. While significant increases in sales revenue occurred in the FMVC and Office
Furniture segments, the lower profit margins for these segments was not enough to offset the lost earnings by the
Electronics segment. As a result, gross profit decreased by $36 million (36%) during fiscal year 2008.
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BUSINESS SEGMENTS

In fiscal year 2008, FPI’s businesses were organized, managed and internally reported as seven operating segments
based on products and services. These segments are Clothing and Textiles; Electronics; Fleet Management and
Vehicular; Industrial Products; Office Furniture; Recycling; and Services. FPI is not dependent on any single product as
a primary revenue source; however, it is dependent on the federal government market for the sale of its products.
FPI’s net industrial income (earnings) at the Business Segment level consist of sales offset by cost of goods sold and
under /over applied overhead. FPI’s net sales and earnings for the fiscal years ended September 30, 2008 and 2007
for each of its current business segments is presented for comparative purposes:

Business Segment                                                                                            Fiscal Year

Clothing and Textiles 2008 2007

Sales $ 203,644 $ 175,271

Earnings $21,500 $24,296

Electronics 

Sales $218,848 $326,329

Earnings $29,683 $77,826

Fleet Management and Vehicular Components 

Sales $229,168 $156,364

Earnings $12,761 $1,940

Industrial Products 

Sales $26,921 $32,804

Earnings ($5,277) ($7,173)

Office Furniture 

Sales $129,572 $115,993

Earnings $2,434 ($2,465)

Recycling 

Sales $10,505 $11,183

Earnings $829 $1,648

Services 

Sales $35,621 $34,780

Earnings ($1,583) $714

Corporate Total

Sales $854,279 $852,724

Earnings $60,347 $96,787
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LIQUIDITY AND CAPITAL RESOURCES

During fiscal year 2008, FPI’s net income contributed $3.1 million to its cash position, compared to $45.8 million in
fiscal year 2007. However, FPI’s cash position remains strong as a result of the last several years of DOD and DHS
demand. While DOD demand has diminished, it is still providing adequate revenue and earnings and the DHS
demand for retrofitted vehicles is expected to remain strong. In addition, orders for furniture products are projected 
to increase 27% in fiscal year 2009. Therefore, FPI remains confident that it will continue to maintain adequate cash
reserves as well as continue to operate as a self sufficient entity.

POSSIBLE FUTURE EFFECTS OF EXISTING EVENTS AND CONDITIONS

FPI's Recycling Business Segment is involved in the disassembly of components that may contain heavy metals. 
FPI management is committed to operating its recycling program in a manner that is safe and fully compliant with all
applicable laws and regulations. Toward this end, FPI has established standard operating procedures, sought input
from regulatory agencies such as the Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) and Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA), and contracted for testing, inspection and technical advice with private companies with
appropriate expertise.

The Office of the Inspector General (OIG) continues its on-going health and safety investigation of FPI’s recycling of
electronics equipment. As part of this investigation, the OIG is collaborating with a team of occupational health and
safety experts from various Federal agencies, including the Federal Occupational Health Service (FOH), the
Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA), and the National Institute of Occupational Safety and Health
(NIOSH). This team visited the FPI recycling plants and collected data to review its compliance with health and safety
regulations applicable to electronics recycling and to ensure that FPI adequately protected staff and inmates from
hazards in their work environments. The FOH team provided recommendations concerning FPI’s Elkton facility, and
FPI is implementing these measures for this operation as well as others based on recommendations received for the
other operations. In addition, the Recycling Business Segment is updating its Standard Operating Procedures based
on these recommendations.

FPI does not receive appropriated funding for operations and must maintain itself through the results of operations.
Historically, FPI operates on a very low margin. The margins are much lower than those of non-governmental corpo-
rations of similar size and longevity. FPI has sustained itself on the thin margins despite funding activation of new 
factories to meet the inmate employment demand caused by the unprecedented growth in the number of inmates in
the BOP. The growth demands of the BOP are expected to continue for the foreseeable future. 

FPI continues to meet its mission challenges of maintaining a ‘self-sufficient’ fiscal position; providing adequate
nmate employment levels for the BOP’s unprecedented growth; and maintaining an aggressive cost containment
practice. The corporation continues to balance its self sufficiency as well as the inmate growth in the work force. 
The financial condition has improved and the corporation’s cash reserves are adequate to meet the forecasted 
needs of the Agency. 

The fiscal condition of FPI is currently being driven by support for the war effort. We are optimistic about future
growth in the program, however, as the war demand subsides, FPI will return to a fiscal position that is tentative 
and can be easily impacted by regulating authorities. We anticipate that FPI will continue to sustain itself during 
post war times.
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INDEPENDENT

AUDITORS’

REPORT ON

FINANCIAL

STATEMENTS

Inspector General
U.S. Department of Justice

Board of Directors
Federal Prison Industries, Inc.
U.S. Department of Justice

We have audited the accompanying balance sheets of the U.S. Department of Justice Federal
Prison Industries, Inc. (FPI) as of September 30, 2008, and 2007, and the related statements of
operations and cumulative results of operations, and cash flows (hereinafter referred to as “finan-
cial statements”) for the years then ended. These financial statements are the responsibility of the
FPI’s management. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial statements
based on our audits.

We conducted our audits in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the 
United States of America. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audits to obtain
reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements are free of material misstatement.
An audit includes consideration of internal control over financial reporting as a basis for designing
audit procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing
an opinion on the effectiveness of the FPI’s internal control over financial reporting. Accordingly,
we express no such opinion. An audit also includes examining, on a test basis, evidence 
supporting the amounts and disclosures in the financial statements, assessing the accounting
principles used and significant estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the 
overall financial statement presentation. We believe that our audits provide a reasonable basis 
for our opinion.

In our opinion, the financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all material respects,
the financial position of the FPI as of September 30, 2008, and 2007, and the results of its 
operations and cash flows for the years then ended, in conformity with U.S. generally accepted
accounting principles. 

The information in the Management’s Discussion and Analysis is not a required part of the 
financial statements, but is supplementary information required by U.S. generally accepted
accounting principles. We have applied certain limited procedures, which consisted principally of
inquiries of management regarding the methods of measurement and presentation of this infor-
mation. However, we did not audit this information and, accordingly, we express no opinion on it.

In accordance with Government Auditing Standards, we have also issued our reports dated
November 8, 2008, on our consideration of the FPI’s internal control over financial reporting 
and our tests of its compliance with certain provisions of laws, regulations, contracts, and other
matters. The purpose of those reports is to describe the scope of our testing of internal control
over financial reporting and compliance and the results of that testing, and not to provide an
opinion on the internal control over financial reporting or on compliance. Those reports are an
integral part of an audit performed in accordance with Government Auditing Standards and
should be read in conjunction with this report in assessing the results of our audits.

November 8, 2008

KPMG LLP
2001 M Street, NW
Washington, DC 20036
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INDEPENDENT

AUDITORS’

REPORT ON

COMPLIANCE

AND OTHER

MATTERS

Inspector General
U.S. Department of Justice

Board of Directors
Federal Prison Industries, Inc.
U.S. Department of Justice

We have audited the balance sheets of the U.S. Department of Justice Federal Prison Industries,
Inc. (FPI) as of September 30, 2008 and 2007, and the related statements of operations and
cumulative results of operations, and cash flows (hereinafter referred to as “financial statements”)
for the years then ended, and have issued our report thereon dated November 8, 2008.

We conducted our audits in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the United
States of America. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reason-
able assurance about whether the financial statements are free of material misstatement.

The management of the FPI is responsible for complying with laws, regulations, and contracts
applicable to the FPI. As part of obtaining reasonable assurance about whether the FPI’s fiscal
year 2008 financial statements are free of material misstatement, we performed tests of the FPI’s
compliance with certain provisions of laws, regulations, and contracts, noncompliance with which
could have a direct and material effect on the determination of the financial statement amounts,
and certain provisions of other laws and regulations specified in OMB Bulletin No. 07-04, includ-
ing the provisions referred to in Section 803(a) of the Federal Financial Management Improvement
Act of 1996 (FFMIA). We limited our tests of compliance to the provisions described in the pre-
ceding sentence, and we did not test compliance with all laws, regulations, and contracts appli-
cable to the FPI. However, providing an opinion on compliance with those provisions was not an
objective of our audit, and accordingly, we do not express such an opinion. 

The results of our tests of compliance described in the preceding paragraph of this report, 
exclusive of those referred to in FFMIA, disclosed no instances of noncompliance or other 
matters that are required to be reported herein under Government Auditing Standards or 
OMB Bulletin No. 07-04.

The results of our tests of FFMIA disclosed no instances in which the FPI’s financial management
systems did not substantially comply with the (1) Federal financial management systems require-
ments, (2) applicable Federal accounting standards, and (3) the United States Government
Standard General Ledger at the transaction level.

This report is intended solely for the information and use of the FPI’s management, the U.S.
Department of Justice Office of the Inspector General, OMB, the U.S. Government Accountability
Office, and the U.S. Congress and is not intended to be and should not be used by anyone other
than these specified parties.

November 8, 2008

KPMG LLP
2001 M Street, NW
Washington, DC 20036
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INDEPENDENT

AUDITORS’

REPORT ON

INTERNAL

CONTROL OVER

FINANCIAL

REPORTING

Inspector General
U.S. Department of Justice

Board of Directors
Federal Prison Industries, Inc.
U.S. Department of Justice

We have audited the balance sheets of the U.S. Department of Justice Federal Prison Industries,
Inc. (FPI) as of September 30, 2008 and 2007, and the related statements of operations and
cumulative results of operations, and cash flows (hereinafter referred to as “financial statements”)
for the years then ended, and have issued our report thereon dated November 8, 2008.

We conducted our audits in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the 
United States of America. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audits to obtain
reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements are free of material misstatement. 

The management of the FPI is responsible for establishing and maintaining effective internal 
control. In planning and performing our fiscal year 2008 audit, we considered the FPI’s internal
control over financial reporting by obtaining an understanding of the FPI’s internal control, 
determining whether internal controls had been placed in operation, assessing control risk, and
performing tests of controls as a basis for designing our auditing procedures for the purpose of
expressing our opinion on the financial statements. To achieve this purpose, we did not test all
internal controls relevant to operating objectives as broadly defined by the Federal Managers’
Financial Integrity Act of 1982. The objective of our audit was not to express an opinion on the
effectiveness of the FPI’s internal control over financial reporting. Accordingly, we do not express
an opinion on the effectiveness of the FPI’s internal control over financial reporting.

Our consideration of internal control over financial reporting was for the limited purpose
described in the preceding paragraph and would not necessarily identify all deficiencies in 
the internal control over financial reporting that might be significant deficiencies or material 
weaknesses.

A control deficiency exists when the design or operation of a control does not allow management
or employees, in the normal course of performing their assigned functions, to prevent or detect
misstatements on a timely basis. A significant deficiency is a control deficiency, or combination of
control deficiencies, that adversely affects the FPI’s ability to initiate, authorize, record, process,
or report financial data reliably in accordance with U.S. generally accepted accounting principles
such that there is more than a remote likelihood that a misstatement of the FPI’s financial state-
ments that is more than inconsequential will not be prevented or detected by the FPI’s internal
control. A material weakness is a significant deficiency, or combination of significant deficiencies,
that results in more than a remote likelihood that a material misstatement of the financial state-
ments will not be prevented or detected by the FPI’s internal control.

In our fiscal year 2008 audit, we consider the deficiency, described in Exhibit I to be a significant
deficiency in internal control over financial reporting. However, we do not believe that the signifi-
cant deficiency described in Exhibit I is a material weaknesses. Exhibit II presents the status of
prior years’ recommendations.

KPMG LLP
2001 M Street, NW
Washington, DC 20036
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The FPI’s responses to the findings identified in our audit are presented in Exhibit I. We did 
not audit the FPI’s responses and, accordingly, we express no opinion on them.

This report is intended solely for the information and use of the FPI’s management, the 
U.S. Department of Justice Office of the Inspector General, OMB, the U.S. Government
Accountability Office, and the U.S. Congress and is not intended to be and should not be 
used by anyone other than these specified parties.

November 8, 2008
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EXHIBIT I
Improvements are Needed in FPI’s Financial Management
Systems’ General Controls

During the fiscal year 2008 financial statement audit, we evaluated the general control 
environment and selected application controls. General controls are the structure, policies, 
and procedures that apply to the FPI’s overall computer operations. Application controls are 
the structure, policies, and procedures that apply to the FPI’s separate application systems. 
The evaluation was performed using the U.S. Government Accountability Office’s (GAO) Federal
Information System Controls Audit Manual (FISCAM); National Institute of Standards and
Technology (NIST), Special Publication (SP) 800-53, Recommended Security Controls for Federal
Information Systems; and as established by OMB Circular A-130, Management of Federal
Information Resources.

We noted weaknesses in the following FISCAM and SAP general control areas: Access Controls,
Segregation of Duties, and System Software.

ACCESS CONTROLS NEED IMPROVEMENT

Network management oversight needs improvement

FPI’s Management Information Systems Branch (MISB), performed inadequate oversight in the
area of network management related to the general support system and the SAP Millennium 
system. High risk vulnerabilities were identified in the environment that could compromise the 
FPI Network. Specifically, network configuration management files, including firewall, router, and
switch configurations, were improperly stored on a FPI workstation; file transfer protocol (FTP)
was being utilized in an anonymous state; and port security was intentionally disabled without
proper authorization. 

Department of Justice (DOJ) Information Technology Security (ITS) Standard – Access Control
(AC) Control Family, Version 2.1, March 2007, AC-03, “Access Enforcement”, AC-03.12-01
states: “Controls are implemented to restrict a privileged user’s system access to specific 
terminals when the need for such protection is identified in a risk analysis.”

AC-03.10-01 also states: “User privileges for accounts that have access to information security
functions operate as documented in accordance with authorization requirements.”

DOJ ITS Standard – Configuration Management (CM) Control Family, Version 1.0, December
2006, CM, “Least Functionality” CM-07.01-01 states: “Prohibited or restricted functions, ports,
protocols, and/or service are disabled or deactivated.”

DOJ ITS Standard – Identification and Authentication (IA) Control Family, Version 2.0, December
2006, IA-03, “Device Identification and Authentication”, IA-03.01-01 states: “The system identifies
and authenticates devices before allowing them to establish network connections.”
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EXHIBIT I

(continued)

IA-05, “Authenticator Management”, IA-05.02-51 states: “The password policies require that all
passwords be at least eight characters in length.”

Finally, IA-05.02-52 states: “The password policies require that the passwords be composed 
of representatives of at least three of the following character sets: upper case characters, 
lower case letters, numeric characters, and special characters (for example: ~ ! @ # $ % ^ & * ()
_ + = - ' [ ] / ? > <).”

Inadequate management oversight of network devices and IT personnel increases the risk 
of unauthorized users accessing the configurations files; compromising the financial data;
bypassing access controls without detection; and potentially affecting the availability, integrity,
and confidentiality of the information passing through the network.

We recommend that the FPI:

1. Develop policies and procedures to govern the control of network configuration files, copying
of network configuration files using secure copy application FTP, and the management of port
security. (New)

Management Response: 

FPI concurs with the recommendation.

2. Perform and document monthly audits to ensure the implementation of the newly developed
policies and procedures. (New) 

Management Response: 

FPI concurs with the recommendation.

Weaknesses in management oversight of access control to the SAP
Millennium system

FPI’s management performed inadequate oversight in the area of access control related to the
SAP Millennium system. We identified the following three weaknesses:

•  Access to maintain privileged SAP accounts was not restricted from the Enterprise Resource
Planning (ERP) Team. Twelve of 18 active non-system administrator ERP Team accounts were
identified with the ability to maintain and control the standard default system administrator 
SAP accounts, which contradicts proper segregation of duties (SOD) protocol. We were
informed that all of the accounts were granted the excessive privilege to maintain and control
the standard default system administrator when their accounts were created. We confirmed 
the Authorization, Audit, Licensing, and Compliance (AALC) group subsequently removed the
12 ERP Team accounts from having privileged abilities.

•  Two test accounts within the production environment were not configured to expire within the
30 day allowable period as defined in the SAP system security plan. We confirmed with the
AALC group that the SAP roles applied to both test accounts were removed and the accounts
were not used.

•  A SAP required background job operated under a user identification (ID) account rather than a
background job ID account. During the system upgrade from version 4.6 to 6.0, management
did not specify that the background job would appear in the log as a user ID account.
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Additionally, we noted that the background job was not changed from operating under a user 
ID account to the background job ID account until it was brought to management’s attention. 
We confirmed the background job was changed from running under a user ID account to a
background job ID account.

DOJ ITS Standard – Access Control (AC) Control Family, Version 2.1, March 2007, AC-05,
“Separation of Duties”, AC-05.01-01 states: “The information system enforces separation of
duties through assigned access authorization.”

AC-05.03-01 also states: “No user has access authorizations or privileges that may allow 
the user to perform multiple security functions for which the duties should be performed by 
separate people.”

DOJ ITS Standard, AC-06, “Least Privilege”, AC-06.01-01 also states: “The organization assigns
the most restrictive set of rights/privileges or accesses needed by users for the performance of
specified tasks.”

DOJ Bureau of Prisons, System Security Plan for Millennium; dated 3/21/2008, Account
Management, AC-02 states: “That appropriate information system account management func-
tions are automated, are being employed in accordance with their operating instructions, and are
functioning as intended. That temporary and emergency accounts are automatically terminated
after 30 days, if such accounts are authorized.”

Without proper management oversight in place over access to the SAP Millennium system 
weaknesses within audit logs and account management can take place.

We recommend that the FPI:

3. Reassess the roles and responsibilities of the Authorization, Audit, Licensing, and Compliance
(AALC) group; adjust and communicate as appropriate. In addition, the communication
should also emphasize the importance of following the approved procedures that have been
instituted by the FPI Chief Information Officer. (New)

Management Response:

FPI concurs with the recommendation.

Unauthorized use of a terminated user’s network account

Unauthorized use of a terminated user’s account was identified. A terminated user’s account was
not locked, disabled or deleted within 90 days of inactivity as required by the DOJ ITS Standards.
The account was then enabled and utilized as a test account without proper authorization. 

DOJ ITS Standard – Access Control (AC) Control Family, Version 2.1, AC-02, “Account
Management”, AC-02.05-01 states: “Accounts for recently separated or terminated employees and
for recently departed contractors have been locked, disabled, or deleted according to established
procedures; including verifying that any organization-required documentation was completed.” 
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EXHIBIT I

(continued)

AC-02.16-01 also states: “Inactive accounts are automatically locked, disabled, or deleted after
90 days.” 

Weak controls for removing and monitoring inactive employee and contractor access to the FPI's
information systems increase the risk of unauthorized access and may compromise or adversely
affect the integrity and security of financially significant systems and data.

We recommend that the FPI:

4. Revise the documented procedures for the account management process and establish clear
roles and responsibilities related to account management. The revised procedures should
include requesting, establishing, and re-certification and disablement of user access. (New)

Management Response:

FPI concurs with this recommendation.

5. Distribute the revised procedures authorized and approved by stakeholders to the appropriate
responsible parties. (New)

Management Response:

FPI concurs with this recommendation.

SEGREGATION OF DUTIES NEED IMPROVEMENT FOR SAP

Weaknesses in documenting segregation of duties within SAP

FPI’s Financial Management Branch (FMB), ERP, and MISB groups did not have documented 
evidence of maintaining and tracking separation of duties rules within the SAP system since fiscal
year 2006.

Department of Justice, Bureau of Prisons System Security Plan for Millennium; dated 3/21/2008,
AC-05 “Separation of Duties” states: “No user has access authorizations or privileges that may
allow the user to perform multiple security functions for which the duties should be performed by
separate people.”

DOJ ITS Standard – Access Control (AC) Control Family, Version 2.1, March 2007, AC-05
“Separation of Duties”, AC-05.01-01 states: “The information system enforces separation of
duties.” 

OMB Circular A-130, Appendix III, Security of Federal Information Resources, states: 
“Application security plans shall include: Personnel Security. Incorporate controls such as 
separation of duties, least privilege and individual accountability into the application and 
application rules as appropriate.” 

The lack of documentation of separation of duties controls between functional areas elevates the
potential for unauthorized change and access to sensitive financial data.
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We recommend that the FPI:

6. Revise and maintain documentation addressing segregation of duties and the associated 
mitigating controls. (New)

Management Response:

FPI concurs with this recommendation.

7. Implement an automated account management solution to enforce segregation of duties rules
and alert management of any conflicts that arise. (New)

Management Response:

FPI concurs with this recommendation.

SYSTEM SOFTWARE NEEDS IMPROVEMENT

Default configuration settings within the FPI’s general and application 
environment

As previously reported in FY 2007, FPI management has not fully implemented policies and 
procedures and taken the appropriate actions to detect and prevent installation of systems with
default configurations. The default installations of HP Compaq Web Management console on the
FPI general support system and the SAP system were identified. These systems had the default
password ‘administrator’ installed. Hot Standby Router Protocol (HSRP) on Cisco routers had
authentication data that did not meet the DOJ ITS Standards complexity rules.

In addition, the FPI has data traversing across the network un-encrypted.

DOJ ITS Standard – Configuration Management (CM) Control Family, Version 1.0, December
2006, CM, “Least Functionality”, CM-07.01-01 states: “Prohibited or restricted functions, ports,
protocols, and/or service are disabled or deactivated.” 

DOJ ITS Standard – Identification and Authentication (IA) Control Family, Version 2.0, December
2006, IA, “Authenticator Management”, IA-05.02-52, states: “The password policies require that
the passwords be composed of representatives of at least three of the following character sets:
upper case characters, lower case letters, numeric characters, and special characters (for 
example: ~ ! @ # $ % ^ & * () _ + = - ' [ ] / ? > <).”

By not changing the default passwords and configurations of software, there is an increased risk
of unauthorized users accessing the configurations files; compromising the financial data;
bypassing access controls without detection; and potentially affecting the availability, integrity,
and confidentiality of the information passing through the network.

We recommend that the FPI:

8. Ensure that default configuration settings and default passwords are removed prior to new
services being introduced into the IS environment. (Updated)
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Management Response:

FPI concurs with this recommendation.

9. Continue to scan the IS environment for default configuration settings and default passwords,
make the appropriate changes, and update the applicable baseline configurations and 
documentation. (Updated)

Management Response:

FPI concurs with this recommendation.

10. Use a Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) wrapper to encrypt unsecured protocol (FTP, etc.) 
transmissions. (Repeat)

Management Response:

FPI concurs with this recommendation.

EXHIBIT I

(continued)
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Status of Prior Years’ Findings and Recommendations

As required by Government Auditing Standards issued by the Comptroller General of the United
States, and by OMB Bulletin No. 07-04, Audit Requirements for Federal Financial Statements, 
we have reviewed the status of prior years’ findings and recommendations. The following table
provides our assessment of the progress FPI has made in correcting the significant deficiency
identified during this audit. We also provide the Office of the Inspector General report number
where the deficiency remains open, the fiscal year it was identified, our recommendation for
improvement, and the status of the condition as of the end of fiscal year 2008:

EXHIBIT II

REPORT

Annual
Financial
Statement
Fiscal
Year 2007
Report No.
08-10

Improvements
are Needed 
in FPI’s
Financial
Management
Systems’
General
Controls.

Recommendation No. 1: 
Monitor all separated user’s IS accounts 
to ensure they are locked, disabled, or 
deleted from the system in accordance 
with FPI policy.

Recommendation No. 2: 
Develop, implement, and monitor 
procedures for tracking inactive accounts.

SIGNIFICANT
DEFICIENCY

STATUS

Completed

Completed

Completed

Completed

In Process

(Updated by
FY 2008

Recommendations
No. 8 and 9)

In Process

(FY 2008
Recommendation

No. 10)

RECOMMENDATION

Recommendation No. 3: 
Implement policies and procedures to review the
SAP Millennium and General Support System
(Active Directory) security audit logs, including
the documentation and review of FPI network
administrator's account management activities.

Recommendation No. 4: 
Perform “Infrastructure” and ERP System
changes in accordance with FPI and DOJ
policies, including the appropriate approvals
and documented testing evidence.

Recommendation No. 5: 
Implement policies and procedures to 
periodically scan the IS environment for
default configurations and default passwords,
make the appropriate changes, and update
the applicable baseline configurations and
documentation.

Recommendation No. 6: 
Use a Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) wrapper
to encrypt unsecured protocol (FTP, etc.)
transmissions.
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As of September 30,

(Dollars in Thousands) 2008 2007

Assets

Current:

Cash and cash equivalents $ 372,691 $ 417,090

Accounts receivable, net 44,869 68,261

Inventories, net 250,116 181,223

Other assets 8,587 2,016

Total current assets 676,263 668,590

Property, plant and equipment, net 131,651 129,730

Total Assets $ 807,914 $ 798,320

Liabilities and United States Government Equity

Current:

Accounts payable $ 68,068 $ 70,450

Deferred revenue 208,911 186,781

Accrued salaries and wages 11,506 10,412

Accrued annual leave 10,291 9,805

Note payable to United States Treasury - 20,000

Other accrued expenses 13,097 9,495

Total current liabilities 311,873 306,943

FECA actuarial liability 12,010 10,465

Total Liabilities 323,883 317,408

United States Government Equity

Initial capital 4,176 4,176

Cumulative results of operations 479,855 476,736

Total United States Government Equity 484,031 480,912

Total Liabilities and United States Government Equity $ 807,914 $ 798,320

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these financial statements.
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FEDERAL PRISON INDUSTRIES, INC.
STATEMENTS OF OPERATIONS AND CUMULATIVE RESULTS OF OPERATIONS

Fiscal years ended September 30,

(Dollars in Thousands) 2008 2007

Revenue:

Net sales $ 854,279 $ 852,724

Other revenue 111,670 105,054

Total revenue 965,949 957,778

Cost of revenue:

Cost of sales 786,131 748,615

Cost of other revenue 115,934 109,290

Total Cost of Revenue 902,065 857,905

Gross profit 63,884 99,873

Operating expenses:

Sales and marketing 4,650 4,920

General and administrative 108,288 103,710

Total operating expenses 112,938 108,630

Loss from operations (49,054) (8,757)

Interest income 11,144 17,849

Interest expense (15) (24)

Other income, net 41,044 36,721

Net income 3,119 45,789

Cumulative results of operations, beginning of fiscal year 476,736 430,947

Cumulative results of operations, end of fiscal year $ 479,855 $ 476,736

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these financial statements.
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Fiscal years ended September 30,

(Dollars in Thousands) 2008 2007

Cash Flows From Operating Activities

Net income $ 3,119 $ 45,789

Adjustments to reconcile net income to net cash

provided by operating activities:

Depreciation and amortization 9,775 9,382

Loss on disposal of property, plant and equipment 134 128

Changes in:

Accounts receivable 23,392 (24,222)

Inventories (68,893) 6,865

Other assets (6,571) (841)

Accounts payable and accrued expenses 4,345 15,739

Deferred revenue 22,130 6,016

Net cash provided by operating activities (12,569) 58,856

Cash Flows From Investing Activities

Purchases of property, plant and equipment (9,685) (11,632)

Construction-in-progress of plant facilities (2,145) ( 8,507)

Net cash used in investing activities (11,830) ( 20,139)

Cash Flows From Financing Activities

Principal Payment of Note Payable (20,000) -

Net cash used in financing activities (20,000) -

Net (decrease) increase in cash and cash equivalents (44,399) 38,717

Cash and cash equivalents, beginning of fiscal year 417,090 378,373

Cash and cash equivalents, end of fiscal year $ 372,691 $ 417,090

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these financial statements.

FEDERAL PRISON INDUSTRIES, INC.
STATEMENTS OF CASH FLOWS
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FEDERAL PRISON INDUSTRIES, INC.
FISCAL YEARS 2008 AND 2007
NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

(Dollars in thousands)
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Note 1
Organization and Mission

Federal Prison Industries, Inc. (FPI) was established in 1934 by an act of the United States Congress. FPI operates under the
trade name UNICOR, as a wholly-owned federal government corporation within the Department of Justice, and functions under
the direction and control of a Board of Directors, (the “Board”). Members of the Board are appointed by the President of the
United States of America and represent retailers and consumers, agriculture, industry, labor, the Attorney General, and the
Secretary of Defense. FPI’s statutory mandate is to provide employment and training for inmates in the Federal Prison System
while remaining self-sufficient through the sale of its products and services.

FPI’s federal government customers include departments (percent of Revenue shown in parenthesis), agencies and bureaus such
as the Department of Defense (54%), the Department of Homeland Security (22%), the Department of Justice (7%), the General
Services Administration (3%), and the Social Security Administration (2%). These and other federal organizations are required to
purchase products from FPI, if its products meet the customer’s price, quality, and delivery standards, under a mandatory source
preference specified in FPI’s enabling statute and the Federal Acquisition Regulation. 

FPI has industrial operations at 109 and 110 factories located at 76 and 79 prison facilities that employed 21,836 and 23,152
inmates representing approximately 17% and 16% of the total number of inmates housed in BOP facilities as of September 30,
2008 and September 30, 2007, respectively.

Note 2
Summary of Significant Accounting Policies

Basis of Accounting
FPI transactions are recorded on the accrual basis of accounting. Under the accrual basis, revenues are recorded when earned
and expenses are recorded when incurred, regardless of when the cash is exchanged.

Basis of Presentation 
FPI has historically prepared its external financial statements in conformity with U.S. generally accepted accounting principles
based on accounting standards issued by the Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB), the private sector standards-setting
body. The Federal Accounting Standards Advisory Board (FASAB) has been designated as the standards-setting body for federal
financial reporting entities with respect to the establishment of US GAAP. FASAB allows certain government agencies, which FPI
management believes would include FPI, to utilize FASB standards for Financial Statement presentations.

Use of Estimates 
The preparation of financial statements in conformity with US GAAP requires management to make estimates and assumptions
that affect the reported amounts of assets and liabilities and disclosure of contingent assets and liabilities at the date of the finan-
cial statements and reported amounts of revenues and expenses during the reporting period. Actual results may differ from those
estimates.
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Cash and Cash Equivalents
FPI considers all highly liquid investments purchased with an original maturity of three months or less to be cash equivalents. 
FPI limits its investment activities and cash equivalents to short-term overnight repurchase agreements with the Bureau of Public
Debt of the United States Treasury. The market value of these overnight repurchase agreements is equivalent to cost. 

Accounts Receivable / Concentration of Credit Risk
Financial instruments that potentially subject FPI to concentrations of credit risk consist primarily of accounts receivable. FPI sells
products and services to various federal government departments, agencies and bureaus, as well as certain private sector com-
panies, without requiring collateral. Accounts receivable consists of amounts due from those entities and is stated net of an
allowance for doubtful accounts.

FPI routinely assesses the payment histories of its federal customers and the financial strength of its private sector customers and
maintains allowances for anticipated losses as they become evident. In this regard, a significant amount of accounts receivable
remained past due at September 30, 2008 and September 30, 2007. A majority of these past due items relate to billings to vari-
ous entities within Department of Defense (DOD) who rely on the Defense Finance and Accounting Service (DFAS) to process ven-
dor payments. Historically, customer payments processed through DFAS have generally taken longer to receive than payments
from other federal and private sector customers. FPI believes that ultimately, a majority of its past-due accounts receivable are
fully collectable. The amount due FPI, net of allowances, from DOD for the fiscal years ended September 30, 2008 and 2007 was
$31,148 and $46,850 respectively.

While federal accounts receivable are normally fully collectible in accordance with federal law, FPI has established an allowance for
future losses against its federal accounts receivable to account for potential billing errors related to pricing and customer dis-
counts, as well as instances of expired or cancelled funding from its federally appropriated customers. At September 30, 2008
and 2007, FPI’s allowance for doubtful accounts is stated at approximately $990 and $1,293, respectively, of which approximately
$891 and $1,164, respectively, represents the amounts allocated against federal accounts receivable.

Inventories 
FPI maintains its inventory primarily for the manufacture of goods for sale to its customers. FPI’s inventory is composed of three
categories: Raw Materials, Work in Process, and Finished Goods. These categories are generally defined by FPI as follows: Raw
Materials consist of materials that have been acquired and are available for the production cycle, Work in Process is composed of
materials that have moved into the production process and have some measurable amount of labor and overhead added by FPI,
Finished Goods are materials with FPI added labor and overhead that have completed the production cycle and are awaiting sale
to customers.

Raw material inventory value is based upon moving average cost. Inventories are valued at the lower of average cost or market
value (LCM) and include materials, labor and manufacturing overhead. Market value is calculated on the basis of the contractual
or anticipated selling price, less allowance for administrative expenses. FPI values its finished goods and sub-assembly items at a
standard cost that is periodically adjusted to approximate actual cost. FPI has established inventory allowances to account for
LCM adjustments and excess and/or obsolete items that may not be utilized in future periods. This valuation method approxi-
mates historical cost.

Advances to Vendors
FPI generally does not offer advances to the public, however, where warranted, FPI will on occasion make an advance to a 
vendor upon their request. Historically, these advances have been insignificant and made primarily to the Industries for the Blind.
During 2008, FPI established a pilot program to produce solar panels in anticipation of an expanding the federal market as a
result of Executive Order 13423 “Strengthening Federal Environmental, Energy, and Transportation Management.” which requires
federal agencies to improve energy efficiencies by the year 2015. Customarily, suppliers of the raw materials to produce solar
panels require advances to procure their own materials. Prior to issuing any advances to a vendor, the Centralized Accounts
Receivable section performs a review as though they were a public customer, to include performing a due diligence review to
assess risk and a review of applicant financial statements. A letter of credit is obtained as needed based on the results of this
review. The FPI Controller approves advances prior to their disbursement. Advances are reduced by offset to the vendor invoice
as goods are delivered.
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Revenue Recognition 
FPI sells a wide range of products and services to a diversified base of customers, primarily governmental departments, agencies
and bureaus. Revenue is generally recognized when delivery has occurred or services have been rendered, persuasive evidence
of an arrangement exists, there is a fixed or determinable price, and collectibility is reasonably assured. Revenue from contracts
that require customer acceptance are not recognized until either customer acceptance is obtained, or upon completion of the
contract. Provisions for anticipated contract losses and sales returns are recognized at the time that they become evident.

Revenue is recognized on multiple element agreements as a single unit of accounting for manufactured items when the product
has been accepted by the customer. Revenue for services provided on behalf of FPI is recognized when the service provider
presents a valid invoice including a customer acceptance or completion notice.

FPI records as other revenue the shipping and handling costs that have been billed to our customers. The cost of providing this
service is recorded as a cost of other revenue.

Deferred revenue is comprised of customer cash advances, which have been paid to FPI prior to the manufacturing of goods,
delivery of goods, or performance of services. 

Other income is comprised primarily of imputed financing for retirement, health benefits and life insurance (Note 9).

Property, Plant and Equipment 
Property, plant and equipment are stated at cost, net of accumulated depreciation. Depreciation is computed using the straight-
line method over the following estimated useful lives:

Years
Machinery & Equipment 5 - 25 
Computer Hardware 5 - 10 
Computer Software 3 - 5 
Building & Improvements 24- 40 

Upon retirement or disposition of property and equipment, the related gain or loss is reflected in the statements of operations.
Repairs and maintenance costs are expensed as incurred.

Taxes
As a wholly-owned corporation of the federal government, FPI is exempt from federal and state income taxes, gross receipts tax,
and property taxes.

Note 3 
Accounts Receivable, Net

Accounts receivable, net consists of the following:

As of September 30, 2008 2007
Intragovernmental billed receivables $ 37,388 $ 56,194
Private sector billed receivables 8,471 13,360

45,859 69,554
Less allowance for doubtful accounts 990 1,293

Accounts receivable, net $ 44,869 $ 68,261

FPI incurred bad debt expense of $1,097 and $(87), respectively, for the fiscal years ended September 30, 2008 and 2007.
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Note 4
Inventories, Net

Inventories, net consist of the following:

As of September 30, 2008 2007
Raw materials $ 51,631 $ 44,071
Raw materials – vehicles 96,656 42,577
Work-in-process 44,318 43,598
Finished sub-assemblies 12,351 9,463
Finished goods 37,883 34,692
Finished goods – acceptance contracts 21,777 18,764

264,616 193,165
Less inventory allowance 14,500 11,942
Inventories, net $ 250,116 $ 181,223

$96,656 of FPI’s fiscal year 2008 and $42,577 of FPI’s fiscal year 2007, raw materials balance represents vehicles and compo-
nent parts for use in the Fleet Management and Vehicular Components (FMVC) business group’s retrofit product line. A majority of
that inventory balance has been contracted on behalf of the Customs and Border Protection and Bureau of Immigration and
Customs Enforcement of the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) for retrofit services that are performed by FPI. As part of an
interagency agreement, DHS provides advance funding to FPI to procure these vehicles. Revenue is recognized by FPI at the time
of shipment of retrofitted vehicles to DHS.

$21,777 of FPI’s fiscal year 2008 and $18,764 of FPI’s fiscal year 2007 finished goods balance represents goods that have been
shipped to customers or their agents, but for which revenue has not been recognized because of acceptance criteria within the
customer contract. The balances as of September 30, 2008 and September 30, 2007 are primarily systems furniture installations
and destination acceptance contracts shipped after the cutoff for revenue recognition.

Note 5
Property, Plant and Equipment, Net

Property, plant and equipment, net consist of the following:

As of September 30, 2008 2007
Buildings and improvements $ 187,431 $ 172,462
Machinery and equipment 112,374 112,525
Computer hardware 1,660 4,161
Computer software 5,778 8,595

307,243 297,743
Less accumulated depreciation 181,328 184,612

125,915 113,131
Factory construction-in-progress 5,736 16,599
Property, plant and equipment, net $ 131,651 $ 129,730

Depreciation and amortization expense approximated $9,775 and $9,382 for the fiscal years ended September 30, 2008 and
2007, respectively.

As of September 30, 2008, various projects were in progress for the construction of new industrial facilities and the renovation of
existing facilities. In addition, during the next fiscal year, FPI is planning to invest approximately $20,245 for the purchase and con-
struction of property, plant, and equipment.
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Note 6
Other Accrued Expenses

Other accrued expenses consist of the following:

As of September 30, 2008 2007
Materials in transit $   642 $ 102
Relocation Travel Expense 2,713 1,785
FECA liabilities – current portion 1,489 1,221
Financial audit expense 307 440
Telecommnication Expense 473 808
Utilities 1,026 373
Warranty expense 471 453
Gain sharing expense - 450
Other expense 5,976 3,863
Other accrued expenses $ 13,097 $ 9,495

Included in other expense as of September 30, 2008 and September 30, 2007 are accruals for Intra-Departmental agreements of
$2,399 and $995 and accruals for vendor invoices of $1,201 and $2,009, respectively.

Note 7
Note Payable to United States Treasury

Congress has granted FPI borrowing authority pursuant to Public Law 100-690. Under this authority, FPI borrowed $20,000 from
the Bureau of Public Debt of the United States Treasury (the Treasury) with an extended lump-sum maturity date of September
30, 2008. FPI repaid this note to the Treasury on September 30, 2008. The funds received under this note were internally restrict-
ed for use in the construction of plant facilities and the purchase of equipment. Terms of the note included accrued interest,
payable March 31 and September 30 of each fiscal year at 5.5% (the rate equivalent to the yield of United States Treasury obliga-
tions of comparable maturities which existed on the date of a note maturity extension, granted in fiscal year 1998). According to
the terms, accrued interest payable under the note were either fully or partially offset to the extent FPI maintained non-interest
bearing cash deposits with the Treasury. In this regard, there was no accrual of interest unless FPI’s daily cash balance on deposit
with the Treasury was less than the unpaid principal balance of all note advances received, as determined by a monthly calcula-
tion performed by the Treasury. When FPI’s daily cash balance was less than the unpaid principal balance of all note advances
received, interest was calculated by the Treasury on the difference between these two amounts. The note agreement provided for
certain restrictive covenants and a prepayment penalty for debt retirements prior to 2008. Additionally, the agreement limited
authorized borrowing in an aggregate amount not to exceed 25% of FPI’s net worth. 

There was no interest expense for the fiscal years ended September 30, 2008 and September 30, 2007.

Note 8
Business Segments

FPI’s businesses are organized, managed and internally reported as seven operating segments based on products and services.
These segments are Clothing and Textiles; Electronics; Fleet Management and Vehicular Components; Industrial Products; Office
Furniture; Recycling; and Services. These segments represent virtually all of FPI’s product lines. FPI is not dependent on any sin-
gle product as a primary revenue source; however, it is dependent on the federal government market for the sale of its products
and services. FPI’s net sales for the fiscal years ended September 30, 2008 and 2007 for each of its business segments is pre-
sented for comparative purposes:
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Net Sales
For the years ended September 30, 2008 2007
Business Segment
Clothing and Textiles $ 203,644 $ 175,271
Electronics 218,848 326,329
Fleet Management and Vehicular Components 229,168 156,364
Industrial Products 26,921 32,804
Office Furniture 129,572 115,993
Recycling 10,505 11,183
Services 35,621 34,780
Net sales $ 854,279 $ 852,724

Regulatory Compliance
FPI’s ability to add or to expand production of a specified product is regulated by the Federal Prison Industries Reform Act (“the
Act”). The Act provides specific guidelines to FPI regarding its methodology for evaluating and reporting new or expanded prod-
ucts, including requiring FPI to provide direct notice to trade associations and interested parties of such actions. Finally, publica-
tion of annual decisions of the FPI Board of Directors and semi-annual sales disclosures are mandated under the Act.

Note 9
Intra-Department of Justice (DOJ) / Intragovernmental Financial Activities 

FPI’s financial activities interact with and are dependent upon those of DOJ and the federal government as a whole. The following
is a discussion of certain intra-DOJ and intragovernmental activities and their relationship with FPI:

Relationship with the Federal Bureau of Prisons
FPI and the Federal Bureau of Prisons (BOP) have a unique relationship in that the nature of their respective missions requires the
sharing of facilities and responsibilities relative to the custody, training and employment of federal inmates. The Director of the
BOP serves as the Chief Executive Officer of FPI and the Chief Operating Officer of FPI serves as an Assistant Director of the
BOP. The BOP provides land to FPI for the construction of its manufacturing facilities and both FPI and BOP share certain facili-
ties, generally at no cost to FPI. In accordance with Managerial Cost Accounting Concepts a reasonable estimate of these costs
as provided by the BOP is included in general expense and other income of FPI for the fiscal years ended September 30, 2008
and 2007, respectively.

Self Insurance
In accordance with federal government policy, FPI is uninsured with respect to property damage, product liability, and other cus-
tomary business loss exposures. Losses incurred are absorbed as a current operating expense of FPI or, if they are induced by
factors related to FPI’s relationship with the Federal Prison System, may be reimbursed by BOP. Certain other costs, principally
relating to personal injury claims, are paid directly by the federal government.

Federal Employees Compensation Act
The Federal Employees Compensation Act (FECA) provides income and medical cost protection to cover federal civilian employ-
ees injured on the job, employees who have incurred a work-related occupational disease, and beneficiaries of employees whose
death is attributable to a job related injury or occupational disease. The United States Department of Labor (DOL), which adminis-
ters FECA, annually charges each federal agency and department for its applicable portion of claims and benefits paid in the pre-
ceding year. As of September 30, 2008 and September 30, 2007, the accrued FECA liabilities as charged to FPI, approximated
$1,489 and $1,221, respectively.

DOL also calculates the liability of the federal government for future claims and benefits, which includes the estimated liability of
death, disability, medical, and other approved costs. Future claims and benefits are determined from an actuarial extrapolation, utiliz-
ing historical benefit payment patterns and calculations of projected future benefit payments discounted to current value over a 23.5
year period. FPI’s estimated future liability approximated $12,010 and $10,465 at September 30, 2008 and 2007, respectively.
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Retirement
Substantially all of FPI’s civilian employees are covered under either the Civil Service Retirement System (CSRS) or the Federal
Employees Retirement System (FERS). For employees covered under CSRS (those employees hired prior to January 1, 1984), FPI
contributed approximately 7.0 percent (for normal retirement) or 7.5 percent (for hazardous duty retirement) of each employee’s
salary. CSRS covered employees do not have Federal Insurance Contributions Act (FICA) withholdings and, thus, are not fully eli-
gible to receive Social Security benefits. For employees covered by the FERS, (generally those employees hired on or after
January 1, 1984), FPI contributed (for normal retirement) 11.2 percent for fiscal years ended September 30, 2008 and September
30, 2007. FPI contributed (for hazardous retirement) 24.9 percent for fiscal year ended September 30, 2008 and 23.8 percent for
fiscal year ended September 30, 2007.

Under FERS, employees also receive retirement benefits from Social Security and, if applicable, benefits from a defined contribu-
tion plan (thrift). Under the thrift plan, an employee may contribute (tax deferred) up to $15,500 of salary to an investment fund.
FPI then matches this amount up to 4 percent, in addition to an automatic 1 percent that is contributed for all FERS employees.
Those employees, which elected to remain under CSRS after January 1, 1984, continue to receive benefits in place, and may also
contribute (tax deferred) up to 10 percent of their salary to the thrift plan, but with no matching amount contributed by FPI.

CSRS and FERS are multi-employer plans. Although FPI funds a portion of pension benefits relating to its employees, and pro-
vides for the necessary payroll withholdings, it does not maintain or report information with respect to the assets of the plans, nor
does it report actuarial data with respect to accumulated plan benefits or the pension liability relative to its employees. The report-
ing of such amounts is the responsibility of the United States Office of Personnel Management (OPM).

FPI’s contribution to both plans approximated $31,585 and $29,062 for the fiscal years ended September 30, 2008 and 2007,
respectively.

FPI must recognize its share of the cost of providing pension benefits to eligible employees utilizing cost factors determined by the
OPM. Included in general and administrative expense is approximately $1,274 and $1,528 in the fiscal years ended September
30, 2008 and 2007, respectively, with an offsetting credit to imputed financing sources.

Health Benefits and Life Insurance
FPI, through the OPM, offers health and life insurance plans under which premium costs for health care are shared between 
FPI and the employees. A substantial portion of life insurance premiums are paid for by employees. Amounts paid by FPI for
health benefits and life insurance approximated $10,253 and $9,926 for the fiscal years ended September 30, 2008 and 2007,
respectively. 

OPM also provides health care and life insurance benefits for FPI’s retired employees. FPI must recognize an expense related to
its share of the cost of such post-retirement health benefits and life insurance on a current basis (while its employees are still
working), with an offsetting credit to other income. Costs in this regard, which approximated $7,628 and $7,992 during the fiscal
years ended September 30, 2008 and 2007, respectively, were determined by OPM utilizing cost factors used to estimate the
cost of providing post-retirement benefits to current employees. However, because of the offsetting credit, the recording of these
costs has no impact on reported net income or cash flows.

Future post-retirement health care and life insurance benefit costs are not reflected as a liability on FPI’s financial statements, as
such costs are expected to be funded in future periods by OPM.
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Note 10
Sales and Marketing, General and Administrative Expenses

Sales and marketing, general and administrative expenses consist of the following:

Sales and marketing, general and administrative expenses
Fiscal years ended September 30, 2008 2007
Salaries, wages and benefits $ 43,278 $ 41,940
Permanent change of station expense 3,745 1,969
Purchases of minor equipment 1,224 1,894
Contract services 11,045 9,565
Bad debt expense 1,097 (87)
Credit card services - 1,005
Travel 2,893 2,502
Customer Incentives Expense  3,516 6,402
Personal Computer Expense 736 2,073
Depreciation 1,651 1,260
Gain on disposition of assets (8) (75)
Loss on Disposition of Assets 134 128
Other Expense 7,162 5,526
Imputed pension costs (Note 9) 1,274 1,528
Imputed post-retirement health

care and life insurance cost (Note 9) 7,628 7,992
Imputed Operating Costs 27,563 25,008

Sales and marketing, general and administrative expenses $ 112,938 $ 108,630

Other expense is comprised primarily of inmate wages, maintenance agreements, civilian accident compensation (FECA), financial
audit expenses, and certain sales and marketing expenses. Contract services consist primarily of consulting and sales and mar-
keting fees. Salaries, wages and benefits are shown net of the imputed financing offsetting credit (Note 9).

Note 11
Commitments and Contingencies

Legal Contingencies
FPI is involved in various legal actions, including administrative proceedings, lawsuits, and claims. In the opinion of the organiza-
tion’s legal counsel and management, these suits are without substantial merit and should not result in judgments, which in the
aggregate would have a material adverse effect on the organization’s financial statements.

Lease Commitments
FPI leases certain facilities, machinery, vehicles and office equipment under noncancelable capital and operating lease agreements
that expire over future periods. Many of these lease agreements provide FPI with the option (after initial lease term) to either pur-
chase the leased item at the then fair value or to renew the lease for additional periods of time. As of September 30, 2008, future
capital lease payments due and future operating lease commitments total $216 and $89, respectively. 

Product Warranty
FPI offers its customers a promise of an “Escape Proof Guarantee” on the products it manufactures. FPI Management has ana-
lyzed the historical pattern of warranty returns and the adequacy of the warranty returns and allowances. In this regard,
Management has established an estimate of future warranty returns related to current period product revenue.
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Changes in aggregate product warranty liability
Fiscal years ended September 30, 2008 2007
Balance at the beginning of the period $ 453 $ 427
Accruals for warranties issued during the period 375 282
Settlements made (in cash or in kind) during the period (357) (256)
Balance at the end of the period $ 471 $ 453

Minimum Buy Agreements
FPI is obligated under certain “Minimum Buy” purchase agreements to procure a specified minimum quantity of raw materials.
These agreements are generally related to the Clothing and Textiles and Electronics business groups. 

Congressional Limitation on Administrative Expenses
Congress has imposed an annual spending limit on certain administrative expenses relating to FPI’s central office management.
These costs include salaries for management personnel, travel expenses and supplies. The following is a comparison of actual
expenses to the limitation imposed:

Congressional limitation on administrative expenses
Fiscal years end September 30, 2008 2007
Congressional limitation on expenses $ 2,328 $ 2,477
Expenses incurred subject to Congressional limitation $ 2,089 $ 2,241
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THE POWER OF ONE UNICOR
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UNICOR represents an invaluable investment in developing the human

potential, leading to residual, lasting benefits...

a reduction in government spending; 

positive impact upon the U.S. economy;

the viability and health of our communities;

the safety and security of our Nation’s correctional facilities...

and a fresh start for a brighter future.
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